Search Engine Optimization
Under the Default tab in the profiles, add Keywords and a Description. Keywords can be one word,
two words, three words, etc, separated by a comma. These are words that someone would enter in
the search field of a browser. The Description is a short paragraph of one or two sentences that
describes the club, etc. Since these are entered in the profile, they are applied to every page that
uses that profile. No other tabs should be touched in the profile. Since Google does not search the
Private Section, you only need to add these to the profiles used on the Public Section.

Search Engines Tab
1. A User Friendly URL can be added to all the regular pages.
2. A Browser Meta Title can be added to each regular page. The title will appear on the Browser
Bar and helps increase your ranking in the search engines. i.e. Weddings - Private Function Private Members Club | Toronto
3. Each individual page has the ability to add page specific Keywords and Descriptions. This can be
done under the pages Search Engines Tab. So a page dealing with weddings can use wedding
specific info. When Keywords and Descriptions are added to a page, they take priority over the
profiles info and overwrite the profile's Keywords and Description.

Google Integration
1. Google Integration can be found in the Admin > Buz CMS > Google Integration.
2. The Site Verification file submits the site to Google. It basically tells Google that you exist and to
please come back on a regular basis to scan your site for updated information.
3. The Google Sitemap is a Google friendly sitemap which guides Google thru your site.
4. Google Analytics gives you the ability to monitor traffic to your site. You can see how people are
new visitors, how many are repeat visitors, what area of the world they're coming from, and
which pages are the most popular pages. If an important page is not receiving any traffic, you
might want to consider changing/adding new page specific Keywords and Description.
5. It is not necessary to set up a Google map key.

Page Title
We can now set the page title to take the H1 (Header one) style. Another feature that will aid in
increasing search engine ranking.

Image Alternative Text
When inserting an image, you have the ability to add Alternative Text (Alt Tag). Alt tags aid in increasing
your ranking in the search engines. They also play a major part in AODA.

